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ABSTRACT
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) is broadly accepted and has proved applicable in identifying consumers' willingness to utilize information and communication technology (ICT). The theory proposes that Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) and Perceived Usefulness (PU) are actually determining factors of individual attitudes, while attitude is a determining factor of Behavioural Intention (BI) and Behavioural Intention (BI) influences usage. It is necessary to understand the usage and modifications that have been made to Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) since user acceptance and confidence are of great importance for advance improvement and successful implementation of any new technology. Numerous frameworks and models have been designed and created to describe user acceptance of modern innovations. These models introduced factors that contribute towards user acceptance. This is a review paper on understanding the usage, modifications, limitations, and criticisms of Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). The model has been utilized to measure new different technologies for usage as well as adoption. The literature indicates that the modification of the model was mostly the addition or removal of variables and in some cases the addition of moderators or mediators. The model has limitations identified in literature such as the problem of reliably quantifying behaviour in an observed investigation. Moreover, there are notable criticisms identified in literature such as TAM's incapability of noticing other issues, for example, cost and structural imperatives that pushes users to adopt an innovation. TAM will continue to be accepted and modified according to the successful application of any new technology. This study can be used to enhance users' knowledge of usage, modifications, limitations, and criticisms of Technology Acceptance Model (TAM).

1. Introduction

Academics and practitioners have developed an interest in recognizing the factors that affect users' acceptance or denial of modern innovation [1]-[5]. Providing an answer to this question might assist them to improve techniques for assessing, predicting, and designing the feedback of customers to the new innovations [6]. Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and frameworks were implemented in an expansive range of domains to comprehend and foretell users' behaviour for instance fasting, education, elections, etc. [7].

Numerous researchers in the discipline of technology acceptance, improved models, and frameworks to evaluate the utilization of modern innovations. These models introduced factors that contribute towards user acceptance [4]. TAM has been repeatedly studied and being extended to the two important upgrades named the TAM2 [8] and the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) [9]. TAM3 which includes the effects of use and perceived risk on system utilization in the circumstance of e-commerce was proposed by [10]. Numerous studies have utilized these traditional systems to carry out their studies and the remaining joint past models [11]. Great innovation and implementation may be planned and improved but if human beings do not partake and utilize it, the project is unsuccessful, therefore, user acceptance is not a deniable key of any continuous application and improvement of any innovation and implementation [4].

This paper aims to determine and understand usage and modifications, limitations, and criticisms of Technology
Acceptance Model (TAM) for IT acceptance. User acceptance and confidence are of great importance for further improvement and to the successful application of any new innovation. Due to above-mentioned reason, it is necessary to determine and understand the usage and modifications that were made to Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). Therefore this paper is arranged as follows; Background, TAM criticisms and limitations, and conclusion.

2. Background

Growing the interest of customers' response toward Information Technology (IT) increased the significance of theories and models that foretell and describe information technology acceptance and utilization [4]. Researchers accepted and used theories and models such as Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA), Social Cognitive theory (SCT), Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), Theory of Interpersonal Behaviour (TIB) etc. to evaluate the usage of new innovations [4]. Several studies utilized these original frameworks to carry out their researches; however, in this paper TAM is the main focus.

2.1. Technology Acceptance Model

Technology Acceptance Model is one of the greatest leading extensions of [12]'s Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) in the related works. In the 1980s TAM was created, given that employees were not utilizing Information Technologies made accessible to them [13]. Its founders highlighted that the way to multiplying the use was to initially multiply acceptance of information technology, which might be evaluated by questioning persons regarding their future intentions to utilize information technology [14]. Recognizing elements that formed a person's intentions might enable organisations to modify those factors so that they can improve acceptance and therefore multiply IT utilization [14].

An earlier TAM study found that three variables were required to describe, foretell and manage acceptance [15]. To reach this model, the founders adopted TRA, a universal social-psychological or behavioural theory which was confirmed suitable for comprehending different behaviours for example; exercise, condom use and voting [15]. As it was usual to adapt such theory to new circumstances, an introductory study was carried out to discover what could be the proper variables to add on comprehending IT utilization behaviour [12]. The variables chosen and created the first model of TAM are described in Table 1.

According to [16] TAM substitutes numerous attitude measures of the TRA with multiple technology acceptance measures namely, ease of use and usefulness. Moreover, TAM and TRA, which both contain powerful behavioural components, presume that when an individual develops a willingness to take action, that individual will act freely without any limitation. It is necessary to expand TAM to incorporate variables that are responsible for changing methods and that this can be attained by adopting the innovation Model into TAM [17].

2.2. Usage and Modifications of TAM

Numerous researchers have used TAM to carry out their studies. TAM was used by [18] to investigate the learning effectiveness of utilizing IT as a learning podium. The findings of the study highlighted that PEOU, PU, and perceived playfulness might all be utilized to efficiently foretell the learning behavioural intention of scholars (the variables are explained in detail in Table 1). The theory of planned behaviour and the expectation-confirmation model was used for two hundred and seven mobile information system users to investigate their behavioural intention to continue utilizing the system [19]. The findings of the study highlighted that consumer approval, PU, and perceived playfulness remained the main components for consumers to carry on utilizing the system.

TAM was used by [19] to examine Chinese clients’ behavioural intention about instant messenger. The conclusion was reached that PU and perceived playfulness directly affect clients’ attitudes. Using the theory of planned behaviour, it was found that social norm and perceived behavioural control might as well have a direct influence on BI. Moreover, [20] carried out a study on the utilization of emails and file processing software by one hundred and twenty workers in IBM Canada Laboratory. They discovered that workers’ PU, PEOU, and software utilization were positively and significantly correlated.

TAM was used by [21] to study the behavioural intention (BI) of scholars in the higher institutions of learning and utilize a web-based application evaluation framework as an instrument to assess their specialised capability in e-book creation. The study discovered that participants' computer self-efficacy positively influence PEOU and PU. Participants’ PU and PEOU also had considerable and direct influences on their intention to utilize the framework. Thus, when a person possesses greater computer self-efficacy with a greater point of view of the usefulness and ease of use of the web-based valuation framework, that individual will be more willing to utilize the framework.

TAM theory went through numerous changes. For example, an upgraded named TAM2 erased (ATT) variable from the model, which initially arbitrated some of the effects of PU and PEOU. TAM2 also included a variable meant to capture the social influence that forces end-users to positively assess and welcome information technology, named subjective norm (SN) [9]. The connection amongst variables which were hypothesised from the theory that proposes and motivates the combination of TAM and DIT are:

- Social influence negatively impacts complexity of understanding.
- Social influence positively impact triability.

Lately, an impressive attempt to merge the information technology acceptance writings brought about the UTAUT (defined in Table 2), a theory with clear similarity to TAM [9]. UTAUT includes PU into a performance expectancy construct, PEOU into effort expectancy and SN as social influence (the terms are defined and explained later in Table 1). Modern to UTAUT, but not to the information technology acceptance study generally is the modelling of easing circumstances as one determining factor of behavioural intention [22]. UTAUT is a modern but capable theory; Prior experiments of UTAUT described a magnificent 70 percent of the variance in behavioural intention and at most 50 percent in actual use [22]. It has been embraced by current studies in healthcare, this include:
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• The Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT): Independent of TAM, [23] designed the technology model and matching human being as part of national science foundation-funded dissertation research. The modern portfolio theory is fully explained in Scherer (2005)’s text.
• The Hedonic-Motivation System Adoption Model (HMSAM): TAM has been successful in describing multiple systems utilization (i.e. E-Learning, web portals, learning management system, etc.) [24, 25]. Nevertheless, TAM is not preferably relevant to describe the adoption of completely inherent or hedonic frameworks (e.g. learning for pleasure, music, online games etc.). HMSAM was developed to better the understanding of the Hedonic-Motivation System Adoption Model [26].
• Extended TAM: Numerous studies suggested an expansion of original TAM by including variables that are external on it with an intention of investigating the outcomes of factors that are external on user attitude, actual use and behavioural intention of an innovation [24, 25]. This model became implemented in acceptance of health care innovations [27].

Technology Acceptance Model and its improved versions are not appropriate for all applications since they exclude main constructs such as perceived risk[28]. Therefore TAM has also turned out to be an accepted model that can be expanded and adjusted [28, 29].

The table below lists the variables in TAM and related models since TAM theory has undergone numerous changes.

### Table 1: TAM variables and related models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Models that include the variable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Behaviour Use (BU)</td>
<td>One particular behaviour of interest made by persons with great consideration to a certain information system.</td>
<td>TRA/TPB, TAM, TAM2, UTAUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioural Intention (BI)</td>
<td>A person’s inspiration or intention to apply an effort to carry out the objective behaviour.</td>
<td>TRA/TPB, TAM2, TAM, UTAUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude (ATT)</td>
<td>A person’s evaluative decision of the objective behaviour on a certain dimension.</td>
<td>TAM, TRA/TPB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU)</td>
<td>A being’s point of view that utilizing an IT framework will be effortless</td>
<td>TAM, TAM2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Usefulness (PU)</td>
<td>A being’s point of view that utilizing IT framework will improve job performance</td>
<td>TAM, TAM2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective Norm (SN)</td>
<td>A person’s point of view of the degree to which significant people favour or are not in favour of the objective behaviour</td>
<td>TAM2,TRA/TPB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Behavioural Control (PBC)</td>
<td>A being’s point of view regarding how simple or hard it might be to make the objective the behaviour of elements that hinder or ease the behaviour, or of the amount of TPB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.3. Summary of TAM and Modified versions

Technology Acceptance Model has been modified and the table below lists the summary of TAM and modified versions together with their aims.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TAM and modified versions</th>
<th>Model Aim</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAM</td>
<td>TAM was created to understand the natural sequence joining external variables to its user acceptance and natural utilization in an establishment. TAM helps in comprehending the background of perceived ease of use.</td>
<td>[30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAM2</td>
<td>TAM2 intends to comprehend perceived usefulness in order to create working place involvements that would increase user acceptance of new framework.</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTAUT</td>
<td>UTAUT shapes a unified model as a suitable instrument for managers requiring to measure the probability of success for modern technology outlines.</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAM3</td>
<td>TAM3 offers a combined model with significance assigned on perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use so that it can address how managers and people who make decisions can make informed decisions regarding interventions</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. TAM criticisms and limitations

TAM has been cited by numerous researchers due to its simplicity without taking into consideration, an actual application in their researches. In this section, some of the TAM criticisms and limitations are presented considering, utilization of the model technology-related studies in various disciplines.

#### 3.1. TAM criticisms

TAM has been broadly criticized, regardless of how it is being frequently used, leading the founders to try to re-explain it...
numerously. TAM criticisms as a “theory” incorporate contentious heuristic value, restricted descriptive and foretelling capability, criticism triviality and short of any practical value [31]. TAM changed researchers’ attention by moving it away from other significant research matters and it has caused the impression of progression in accumulating knowledge [31]. Moreover, various researchers have independently tried to extend TAM so that it can adapt to the continually changing information technology environments which resulted in a state of theoretical havoc and uncertainty [31].

Generally, TAM is based on a being’s utilization of a computer, with an abstract idea of PU and disregarding essential social methods of Information Systems (IS) development and application, with no question that “where many technologies are actually best and social after-effects of using Information Systems (IS)” [31]. The system of PU and PEOU fail to notice other issues, for example, cost and structural imperatives that push users to adopt a new innovation [32].

According to [33] both TAM and TAM2 take responsibility for at most 40% of a technological framework's utilization. Some researchers gone through the limitations of TAM implementation under organisation setting into details, and indicated that better predictive capability can be reached even with the easy, simply applicable model when exact first screening methods are implemented [34].

Studies conducted by [35-37] found that PEOU is unlikely to become a determining factor of ATT and intention to use. Moreover, [34] reported the same results when researching on the adoption of Blockchain technology.

The study carried out by [38] revealed that PEOU has no impact on the adoption of multimedia online innovations for Malaysian small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). Similar findings were outlined by Hong Kong when evaluating small and medium-size enterprises (SMEs) [34].

3.2. TAM limitations

Several conditions must be taken into account so that a theoretical framework can be applied and researchers must be aware of the numerous limitations that exist. To better comprehend the factors that encourage improved utilization of information technology (IT), it is compulsory to have a broad theoretical and application knowledge of structures and frameworks through which IT utilization is investigated [39]. One of the restrictions of TAM relates to the variable that refer to the behaviour of clients, which is necessarily assessed over subjective measures like behavioural intention and interpersonal influence [39]. However, social influence as the subjective norm refers to when an individual is influenced by “word of mouth” from a fellow worker [39].

The second limitation of TAM is that underlines of behaviour is unable to be quantified reliably in an observed research, owing to various multiple subjective elements, for instance, values and norms of societies, individual features and personality attributes [40, 41]. Consequently, a relative, friend argument that could influence technology use through demanding social influence is extremely fabricated [40, 41]. Even though it might be correct in theory or for individual utilization of innovation, the concept might not be credible or precise in a working environment.

4. Conclusion

In the research area, many models and frameworks were proposed by researchers to explore the user acceptance behaviour on information technology and information systems. In the 1980s TAM was created, given that employees were not utilizing Information Technologies (ITs) made accessible to them. Numerous researchers in the discipline of technology acceptance, improved theories and frameworks to evaluate the utilization of recent innovations and these frameworks introduced factors that can influence user acceptance. This led TAM theory to go through numerous modifications. Writers and researchers have criticized the TAM model in terms of its variables. This study aims to determine and understand the usage and modifications of Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) for IT acceptance.
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